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QUESTION: 1
A customer has a Passport 8600 with one web switch module (WSM). Which features
can be supported simultaneously with this minimal configuration?

A. content switching and load balancing, but not content filtering
B. load balancing and content filtering, but not content switching
C. content switching, load balancing, and content caching
D. content switching, load balancing, and content filtering

Answer: D

QUESTION: 2
How many filters are supported per each Web switch module (WSM)?

A. 256
B. 2,048
C. 5,000
D. 1,024

Answer: B

QUESTION: 3
In Web OS Version 10, how many Real servers can be configured on the AD4?

A. 1,024
B. 256
C. 2,048
D. 512

Answer: A

QUESTION: 4
Customer XYZ is considering an Alteon SSL Accelerator deployment with the following
requirements: end-to-end encryption 10/100 port support up to 1,000 TPS Which iSDSSL platform will most efficiently meet these requirements?

A. iSD-SSL100
B. iSD-SSL 410
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C. iSD-SSL310
D. iSD-SSL300

Answer: B

QUESTION: 5
Which configuration tool offers an intuitive, graphical interface to manage and configure
individual Alteon switches?

A. Browser-based Command Language Interpreter
B. Command Language Interpreter (CLI)
C. Element Management System (EMS)
D. Admin PC

Answer: C

QUESTION: 6
Which type of content is NOT usually cached by an Alteon Content Cache?

A. static HTTP Web pages like .gif files
B. live Streaming video
C. dynamic HTTP Web pages like .cgi files
D. on Demand Streaming video

Answer: C

QUESTION: 7
An engineer has designed an Alteon web switch with load balancing configuration. For
redundancy, the engineer wants all switches to actively perform load balancing and
routing functions, but for different virtual services. Which redundancy operational mode
should be selected?

A. active active
B. active standby
C. standby
D. hot standby

Answer: B
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QUESTION: 8
What is the major advantage of Alteon Switched Firewall when compared to first or
second generation firewalls?

A. By using a 2 component approach, Alteon Switched Firewall is more secure.
B. By using a switch to load balance the requests to the firewall appliances, Alteon
Switched Firewall is more scalable and more resilient
C. By using a switch to do the statefull inspection of the packet flow, Alteon Switched
Firewall is faster and avoids performance degratation as the traffic volume increases
D. By using a 2 component approach, Alteon Switched Firewall is more scalable.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 9
A Hosting Provider wants to support streaming video caching on their Alteon Content
Cache. Which action is necessary to support this requirement?

A. change the maximum file size parameter to the maximum estimated size of the
expected streaming content
B. enable Streaming Video acceleration
C. Nothing. Streaming video caching is enabled by default on ACC
D. order and install either the MS or the Realmedia streaming video licences

Answer: D

QUESTION: 10
A customer has a need to improve network and server utilization and performance. An
engineer has recommended that the customer deploy Alteon web switches into their
network to streamline the switching of web sessions. Which aspect of Alteon traffic
management supports this requirement?

A. circuit and packet-based traffic management
B. packet-based traffic management
C. circuit-based traffic management
D. application and content-based traffic management

Answer: D
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